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1 of 1 review helpful A final flourish of pure genius By William Harned If you ve taken the full journey through all 
one hundred Cantos of the three books of the Comedy you will be rewarded with the most awe inspiring glimpse of 
god from the mind of a single man since the time of the prophets which anyone can enjoy within our without the 
Roman Catholic Church Even professed atheists such as myself may appreciate the sple The last great literary work of 
the Middle Ages and the first important book of the Renaissance Dante s Divine Comedy culminates in this third and 
final section Paradiso The 14th century allegory portrays a medieval perspective on the afterlife tracing the poet s 
voyage across three realms mdash Hell Purgatory and Paradise mdash to investigate the concepts of sin guilt and 
redemption Expressed in sublime verse the trilogy concludes w About the Author 
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